from the Coast Guard's defense to pick up the 5-3 verdict. Herb Kummer '75 and Rick Charpie '73 led MIT's nine hit attack with two each.

The Engineers jumped out to an early 2-0 lead in the first frame. Dave Tirrell '74 stroked a one-out single and scored as the next hitter, Dopfel, smashed a home run off the tennis bubble in deep left.

However, it was the Coast Guard which next dented the plate. A walk, two singles, an MIT error, and a sacrifice bunt gave the Academy a 3-2 lead in the top of the fourth.

MIT was not to be denied, though, as three straight singles to left by Kummer, Joe DeAngelo '74, and Steve Reber '74 tied the contest in the bottom half of the frame.

A Coast Guard error with two gone in the MIT fifth put a runner on second, and Kevin Rowland '72 followed with a game-winning hit to center for the out. Dopfel pitched well over the last three innings, picked up six on his twelve strikeouts, and nailed down the win.

Tech nine sweeps dblhdr.

The second game was highlighted by Dopfel's heroics at the plate. He knocked in seven of Tech's thirteen runs with a three or four effort including two more homers, one a grand slam. Of course, to knock in runs people have to be on base, and there were plenty of Engineers getting on in the second game. Weisshaar and Rich Roy '72 were the most frequent base-runners with two hits and a walk apiece.

After spotting the Academy a run in the first, Tech countered with five scores of its own. Singles by Weisshaar, Dopfel, Roy, and Kummer, a sacrifice by Charpie, and a Coast Guard error staked MIT to a big lead.

The Coast Guard chased starter Chuck Holcom '72 in the second and pulled to within a run. However, Dopfel's second homer of the day with Weisshaar, who had doubled, aboard stretched the Tech lead to three at 7-4.

A triple by Rowland and Kevin Rowland's sacrifice fly produced a single run and an 8-4 lead in the fourth.

MIT iced the game in the fifth with a five-run outburst. A lead-off double by Charpie, singles by relief pitcher Dave Yauch and Tirrell, and a walk to Weisshaar scored Charpie and loaded the sacks for Dopfel's third homer of the day, this to center field.

Meanwhile, Yauch pitched five and a third innings of brilliant relief, allowing just two unearned runs and four base hits to preserve a well-earned sweep of the two game set.

By S. Voorhees

MIT's varsity baseball team pushed its season record to 8-3-2 with a doubleheader sweep, 5-3 and 13-4, over the Coast Guard Academy on Briggs Field last Saturday.

In the first game, Tech backed starter Al Dopfel's ('72) four-hitter with some timely hitting and also received some help from the Coast Guard's defense to pick up the 5-3 verdict. Herb Kummer '75 and Rick Charpie '75 led MIT's nine hit attack with two each.

The Engineers jumped out to an early 2-0 lead in the first frame. Dave Tirrell '74 stroked a one-out single and scored as the next hitter, Dopfel, smashed a home run off the tennis bubble in deep left.

However, it was the Coast Guard which next dented the plate. A walk, two singles, an MIT error, and a sacrifice bunt gave the Academy a 3-2 lead in the top of the fourth.

MIT was not to be denied, though, as three straight singles to left by Kummer, Joe DeAngelo '74, and Steve Reber '74 tied the contest in the bottom half of the frame.

A Coast Guard error with two gone in the MIT fifth put a runner on second, and Kevin Rowland '72 followed with a game-winning hit to center for the out. Dopfel pitched well over the last three innings, picked up six on his twelve strikeouts, and nailed down the win.

Tech nine sweeps dblhdr.

The second game was highlighted by Dopfel's heroics at the plate. He knocked in seven of Tech's thirteen runs with a three or four effort including two more homers, one a grand slam. Of course, to knock in runs people have to be on base, and there were plenty of Engineers getting on in the second game. Weisshaar and Rich Roy '72 were the most frequent base-runners with two hits and a walk apiece.

After spotting the Academy a run in the first, Tech countered with five scores of its own. Singles by Weisshaar, Dopfel, Roy, and Kummer, a sacrifice by Charpie, and a Coast Guard error staked MIT to a big lead.

The Coast Guard chased starter Chuck Holcom '72 in the second and pulled to within a run. However, Dopfel's second homer of the day with Weisshaar, who had doubled, aboard stretched the Tech lead to three at 7-4.

A triple by Roy and Kevin Rowland's sacrifice fly produced a single run and an 8-4 lead in the fourth.

MIT iced the game in the fifth with a five-run outburst. A lead-off double by Charpie, singles by relief pitcher Dave Yauch and Tirrell, and a walk to Weisshaar scored Charpie and loaded the sacks for Dopfel's third homer of the day, this to center field.

Meanwhile, Yauch pitched five and a third innings of brilliant relief, allowing just two unearned runs and four base hits to preserve a well-earned sweep of the two game set.

By S. Voorhees

MIT's varsity baseball team pushed its season record to 8-3-2 with a doubleheader sweep, 5-3 and 13-4, over the Coast Guard Academy on Briggs Field last Saturday.

In the first game, Tech backed starter Al Dopfel's ('72) four-hitter with some timely hitting and also received some help from the Coast Guard's defense to pick up the 5-3 verdict. Herb Kummer '75 and Rick Charpie '75 led MIT's nine hit attack with two each.

The Engineers jumped out to an early 2-0 lead in the first frame. Dave Tirrell '74 stroked a one-out single and scored as the next hitter, Dopfel, smashed a home run off the tennis bubble in deep left.

However, it was the Coast Guard which next dented the plate. A walk, two singles, an MIT error, and a sacrifice bunt gave the Academy a 3-2 lead in the top of the fourth.

MIT was not to be denied, though, as three straight singles to left by Kummer, Joe DeAngelo '74, and Steve Reber '74 tied the contest in the bottom half of the frame.

A Coast Guard error with two gone in the MIT fifth put a runner on second, and Kevin Rowland '72 followed with a game-winning hit to center. Tech added an insurance tally in the sixth on a sacrifice fly by Ken Weisshaar '72, knocking in Charpie who had doubled.

Dopfel pitched well over the last three innings, picked up six on his twelve strikeouts, and nailed down the win.

Tech nine sweeps dblhdr.

The second game was highlighted by Dopfel's heroics at the plate. He knocked in seven of Tech's thirteen runs with a three or four effort including two more homers, one a grand slam. Of course, to knock in runs people have to be on base, and there were plenty of Engineers getting on in the second game. Weisshaar and Rich Roy '72 were the most frequent base-runners with two hits and a walk apiece.

After spotting the Academy a run in the first, Tech countered with five scores of its own. Singles by Weisshaar, Dopfel, Roy, and Kummer, a sacrifice by Charpie, and a Coast Guard error staked MIT to a big lead.

The Coast Guard chased starter Chuck Holcom '72 in the second and pulled to within a run. However, Dopfel's second homer of the day with Weisshaar, who had doubled, aboard stretched the Tech lead to three at 7-4.

A triple by Roy and Kevin Rowland's sacrifice fly produced a single run and an 8-4 lead in the fourth.

MIT iced the game in the fifth with a five-run outburst. A lead-off double by Charpie, singles by relief pitcher Dave Yauch and Tirrell, and a walk to Weisshaar scored Charpie and loaded the sacks for Dopfel's third homer of the day, this to center field.

Meanwhile, Yauch pitched five and a third innings of brilliant relief, allowing just two unearned runs and four base hits to preserve a well-earned sweep of the two game set.